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Beginning Engaged Research
 Identify a problem – your passion
 Pair with a community – their passion
 Identify a mutual question – interests in common
 Plan/conduct your action – project or intervention
 Assess your project and findings
 Share with others – dissemination

Basic Elements of Research

¡ Structuring

information structures knowledge
¡ Methods structure our information
¡ The structure of research is familiar
… and not…

Basic Elements of Research
Evidence – that’s relevant
Expert knowledge – that informs
Research design – that structures your data

Questions
Meaning

Elements in Action
Prescription for Health
¡
¡
¡

Identify a problem:
problem poor health behaviors
behavior
Pair with a community:
community primary care practices
Identify a question
question: how to link primary care with
community resources

Methods
¡
¡
¡

Surveys
Site visits
Online Diaries

Elements in Action
Community
Resources

Primary
Care
Assessment
Referral
Awareness

?

How did these links happen…

Available
Affordable
Accessible
Valuable

Elements in Action
Primary
Care
Evidence: where to look
Knowledge: what questions to ask
Design: when it matters

Community
Resources

Engaging Community

What does it mean to engage?

Engaging Community
Interests in common
 Community Council
 What they found
¡ Diabetes and obesity huge concerns
¡ Earn more, poor diet, on the go, overly ambitious
¡ Earn less, poor diet, uninformed, impulsive, poor access
¡ Lack of Rec Center use – technology and videos

Engaging Community
Interests in common
 Evidence, knowledge, design…
 What I found
¡ Woman working in produce section
¡ Off the books veggie market
¡ Fear of organized activity and access barriers
¡ Insurance, cost of medication, long wait times and
“assembly-line medicine”

Engaging Community
Community of Solution model of engagement

The Folsom Group 2012

Engaging Community
Himmelman’s collaboration for change
 Networking –

exchanging information for mutual benefit

 Coordinating – networking, plus altering activities for
common purpose
 Cooperating –

coordinating, plus sharing resources

 Collaborating – cooperating, plus enhancing the capacity of
each other

Engaging Community
Just as for you – research meets needs for others…
Functional needs
¡ Cultural needs
¡ Emotional needs
¡

What does your question mean to others?
Where/when does research begin?
Does it really represent interests in common?

Elements of Engaged Research
 Set the agenda

 Administer the study

 Develop the objective

 Collect the data

 Define research questions

 Store the data

 Identify stakeholders

 Organize the data

 Clarify roles

 Analyze the data

 Build team capacity

 Interpret the data

 Identify research methods

 Share findings

 Create protocol

CAPSTONE: Communities and Practices –
Solutions through Open Neighborhood Engagement
 CAPSTONE began with setting the agenda
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

A supplement to the CTSA created Engaging Richmond
Community identified mental health as a priority
I approached Engaging Richmond about action research
Shared background, built rapport, learned content
Kingsmill Summit using the CAPSTONE framework

CAPSTONE: Communities and Practices –
Solutions through Open Neighborhood Engagement
 CAPSTONE Framework
1.
Identify the problem
2.
What questions do we need to ask
3.
What information do we need to answer those questions
4.
What actions do we take to get that information
5.
What assets do we have to help us with those actions
6.
Is the task feasible with our resources and time
7.
How do we know when we are done
8. How will we measure our success

CAPSTONE: Communities and Practices –
Solutions through Open Neighborhood Engagement
 Where we are now:
¡
¡
¡

The Kingsmill Summit identified a common purpose
Interrupt the pathway of behavior-assessment-medication
What questions do we need to ask?
Is our assumption valid? … mixed methods
÷ To what action will our research lead? … Healthy Start
÷ What data do we need to collect? … focus groups
÷
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